small. The highest observed value (34.19 % for site 3) is only about 10 % greater than the smallest observed value (31.15 % for site 4) and for every site about one third of all Coulomb matrices lies in shared Coulomb matrix space regions. Hence, we expect neural network architectures optimized on one site to also work well for all other sites. This assumption was confirmed by the similarity in prediction accuracy of neural networks trained on different sites (see Sec.3.1).
S.1.2. Neural network parameter grid search: finding the best network architecture
The prediction accuracy of a neural network is highly influenced by its architecture. Introducing hidden layers to the neural network architecture allows for the distinction of data which is not linearly separable. In this study we used multi-layer perceptrons (i.e. fully connected neural networks with at least one hidden layer) with two hidden layers and logistic activation functions.
Several neural networks with different learning rates and numbers of neurons in the first and second hidden layer were designed and trained on Coulomb matrices and corresponding excited state energies. We used the back-propagation algorithm and a supervised training scheme with excited state energies as target. Overfitting was avoided with the early stopping method (see main text, Sec. 2.2). Thus we determined an optimal set of hyperparameters to identify a neural network architecture suitable for accurate excited state energy predictions for BChls in the FMO complex from classical MD simulations.
The entire grid search was performed on BChl 3, which was shown to represent the most of the Coulomb matrix space covered by all BChl molecules in the FMO complex during the 40 ps production run (see Sec. S.1.1). Since optimal neural network architectures were not known beforehand we chose particular initial hyperparameter values prior to the grid search. Unless specified otherwise neural networks were trained with a learning rate of 10 −3 and 180 neurons in the first and second hidden layer. Neural networks were trained on 3000 frames to keep the training times during the grid search reasonably small. To determine an optimal learning rate we set up five different neural networks with learning rates of: 10 −3 , 5 · 10 −4 , 10 −4 , 5 · 10 −4 and 10 −5 . All of these neural networks were trained on 30 % of all trajectory frames representing BChl 3 by Coulomb matrices. The neural networks were designed with two hidden layers consisting of 180 respectively. The average absolute deviations of predicted excited state energies from TDDFT results for each neural network are depicted in Fig. S The influence of the number of neurons in the first and second hidden layer on the prediction accuracy of a neural network was investigated with several neural networks with a learning rate of 10 Aside from neural network hyperparameters we also investigated the effect of the number of Coulomb matrices in the training set on the prediction accuracy of the neural network. In general, the more data is provided to the neural network during training, the more accurately it can predict the targets. However, with the training set size the computational time spent on neural network training also increases. So we looked for a balance between the amount of data provided to the neural network during training and the computational cost of the neural network training.
Investigated training set sizes ranged from 500 Coulomb matrices to 5000 in steps of 500. In every case, Coulomb matrices of site 3 were drawn randomly from the 10000 frame data set. with 4 GB of RAM were used to train one neural network.
We found that neural network training times significantly increase when including more than 4000 frames. Up to this training set size, neural network training takes about one day, which we considered a reasonable time for neural network training. Including 500 more frames to the training set increased the training time by about 6 h or 24 core hours. As a balance of the amount of input data and computational cost we therefore decided to use 4000 frames in the training set for neural network training. 
S.1.3. Spread of neural network predictions
We used a total of 12 independent neural networks to predict excited state energies for a partic- Neural networks with optimal hyperparameters (see Sec. S.1.2) were trained on 4000 Coulomb matrices randomly drawn from the 10000 frame data set for every respective site. After training, neural networks were used to predict the entire excited state energy trajectory of the site on which they were trained. Ensemble averaging improves the prediction accuracy by up to 3 meV for site 1. We observe that TDDFT trajectories with Gaussian noise of standard deviation ∼10 meV (this value corresponds to the prediction errors observed for neural networks) lead to deviations in the reorganization energy of about 50 %. This is in agreement with the error we found was obtained by using the neural network predictions. We observe that for exciton dynamics calculations with neural network predicted average spec- and compared to spectral densities from neural network predicted excited state energy trajectories. Neural networks were trained on the BChl they predicted with the indicated Coulomb matrix selection method.
